Nursing and spirituality in front of geriatric patients in AIDS termination

Abstract

**Goal:** to reflect the Nursing fence and the spirituality in front of the geriatric patients in terminality of AIDS.

**Method:** It is a descriptive, qualitative study, of the type reflection scientific method for gerontological bases of nursing.

**Results and discussion:** It is estimated that there are 36.9 million people living with HIV/AIDS worldwide, with about 2 million new cases and 1.2 million deaths annually. Brazil, the approximate number is 781 thousand people living with HIV/AIDS, with 12,449 deaths recorded in 2014, where the geriatric patients in terminality are absurd.

**Conclusion:** The nursing team is constantly activated for patients with a high severity and mortality profile. Patients followed by the nursing team in the face of spirituality and the termination of AIDS are evaluated and had a significant reduction of potentially inappropriate interventions.
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Introduction

Technical-scientific progress has contributed to the recovery and healing of severely ill individuals. Elsewhere, the number of people with chronic and debilitating diseases for whom there are no more therapeutic possibilities for cure is increasing and, throughout the course of the disease, there are very specific physical, psychological, social and spiritual fragilities and limitations that expose the individual and family members to a situation of intense pain and suffering, such as HIV/AIDS. In this way, the process of living has.

HIV/AIDS is a serious, progressive, incurable and potentially life-threatening disease, even in the era of highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART). In addition, patients with HIV/AIDS may also have significant comorbidities, such as viral hepatitis, tuberculosis, syphilis, anemia, depression, arterial hypertension, drug allergies, nephropathies, diabetes, among others. It is therefore imperative to provide good quality of life to the patient without therapeutic possibility of cure with palliative care, emphasizing an approach that fully meets their needs.

Nursing and spirituality towards geriatric patients in AIDS terminality plays an important role in the accreditation of the patient and his/her family. Once they put in the team all their strength to continue the process of care.

Palliative care is recommended because it contributes to the control of the physical, emotional, spiritual and social suffering of the patient and her family. In addition, it promotes the relief of pain and symptoms associated with the pathology, from the beginning of its therapy. From this perspective, they aim to attend the human being by understanding it as a holistic being, encompassing it in its biopsychosocial and spiritual dimensions.

In this perspective, this modality of care highlights the importance of a multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary approach in the treatment of the patient outside the healing therapeutic resources, in order to provide harmonious and convergent assistance to him and his family. The minimum palliative care team should be composed of a physician, nurse, psychologist and social worker, as well as the assistance of other professionals such as physiotherapist, occupational therapist, pharmacist, nutritionist, chaplain, dentist, speech therapist, among others, who must be properly trained on the philosophy and palliative practice of caring.

Geriatric Nursing, as a member of the multidisciplinary palliative team, is essential for the palliative care of patients and their families, since the essence of their professional practice is care, since it combines art and science with a care that provides shelter, comfort and support, premises Nursing and palliation. A study about the knowledge and practice of palliative care, particularly in the area of geriatric Nursing, attests that there are few researches that approach the subject. This fact points out the relevance of new studies that can contribute to the socialization of knowledge about the importance of the topic addressed.

Therefore, this study aimed to: to reflect the Nursing fence and the spirituality in front of the geriatric patients in terminality of AIDS. Having as guiding question: How are the methodological bases of data about the subject under study?
Method

It is a descriptive, qualitative, narrative-type study that should be understood as a way of understand the human experience. It is a study of lived histories and counted, because “a true narrative research is a dynamic process of living and telling stories, and rejoicing and recounting stories, not just those who the participants count, but also those of the researchers.”

According to the authors, who develop their work of narrative research as a method of study, the role of the researcher is to interpret the texts and, from them, to create a new text. The data obtained in the can be collected orally and/or written, researcher to decide which of them best suits the profile of their study. Reflecting on education, we see narrative research as a possibility of interesting study, since education and life are interconnected.

The narrative perspective has become so closely related to treated as texts heard or counted, however, the stories of Narrative researchers show that narrative research is much more than listening to stories, it is a way of life, it is a way of life, it is known that narrative research is a learning process so that can be thought in a narrative way, so that one looks at one’s life, while lived narratively.

For the work with the narrative research methodology some terms are highlighted, such as personal and social to deal with the interaction; past, present and future to develop the notion of continuity and place to mark the situation. The object of study of narrative research is the narrated stories. People need to be understood as individuals, who are always in interaction and always inserted in a social context. This set of terms form a three-dimensional space for narrative inquiry.

Regarding the description of the scientific methodology, the international literature comments on the historical milestones of nursing research in Brazil, highlighting: the 1950 Census and the Nursing Resources and Needs Survey (1956-1958) by ABEn, the Thesis of Gete de Alcântara (1963), the 16th Congress of Nursing, with the theme “Nursing and Research” (1964). However, the dissemination of knowledge and professional experiences began in the 1930s, with the creation by ABEn of the “Annaes de Enfermagem” (Nursing Annaes) (1932), which were renamed Geriatric Nursing Magazine in 1954.

Therefore, bibliometric analysis was performed to characterization of the selected studies. Posteriorly, the concepts discussed in each article were extracted and of interest of the researchers. The works were compared and grouped by content similarity, in the form of empirical categories, being constructed in scientific stanzas for a better understanding and finalization of the work.

The method was organized analytically and structurally, with key words, scientific methodological organizations for geriatric nursing, spirituality and the terminology of AIDS against potentialities.

Results and discussion

Population aging is a worldwide phenomenon with regional peculiarities that include differences in gender, income, schooling and access to health services. In developed countries, the specificities of this population have been more effectively considered by the public sectors to establish strategies to better meet the health needs of this population segment. Concomitant with the aging of the population is the so-called “epidemiological transition”, which represents the change in the morbidity and mortality pattern, from which chronic diseases become more important.

Parallel to these events, in the 1980s, an infectious urban disease arises: the Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome, AIDS or AIDS. Transmitted vertically, during childbirth or breastfeeding, sharing contaminated needles and syringes, blood transfusions, and sexual intercourse, the disease, which originated from the action of the HIV virus on defense cells over the years, appeared to be distant from the elderly. And, initially, in fact, few were affected.

In Brazil, only four cases of AIDS among the elderly were registered during the first five years of the epidemic. Initially, the misconception that the infection was restricted to some “at-risk groups” - such as men who have sex with men, hemophiliacs, injecting drug users and sex workers, did not include the elderly. Such ideas are convergent with prejudices manifest strongly at the beginning of the phenomenon of the AIDS epidemic and remain in different spheres of society until today.

However, the scientific literature and health services have identified that new HIV-positive profiles have emerged, triggering strong criticism of the idea of “risk groups” and focusing on combating “risk behaviors” such as sexual practice without condom use and syringe sharing. Subsequently, the concept of vulnerability was constructed after a clearer epidemiological and biological, epidemiological and psychosocial aspects, which considers not only individual practices but also social, historical and cultural characteristics that lead populations to be more vulnerable by not adopting prevention methods.

We try to comment on the categories emerged per decade denoting the tendency of the authors when referring to the question of human spirituality and highlight some sections of articles so that the reader can understand this tendency. For example geriatric nursing facing spirituality in geriatric patients with HIV / AIDS in terminality. It is a very important subject and little prevalent in the scientific methodology. The staff is very hardworking and capable of providing care to these patients. Some articles bring the question of spirituality as a value to ensure the charitable and almost superhuman nature that permeates to be a nurse.

We have identified trends in this that denote a spirituality more linked to religion in the the first two decades analyzed and that, along the others, it adds reflections of ethical character, bioethical, philosophical and tentative understanding of the phenomena of spirituality not only as basic human need of the clientele, but from the point of the professional himself. The study of the articles reveals fascinating, especially for the fact that we have found references to very current themes in articles dating from 20 to 30 years behind. Texts in which nurses were already concerned quality care to the human being in terminility (now called palliative care); the review of nursing curricula with the aim of developing a more holistic and generalist formation; themes of Bioethics as dysthanasia, euthanasia, the defense and maintenance of dignity, autonomy and identity of the client, among others.

Conclusion

In this way, learning to deal with losses in a chronic illness context, such as AIDS, is a challenge for both patients and their families, as well as the team multiprofessional approach that is more closely linked to end-of-life care. The need to replace acculturation that links this epidemic with death and dying is emphasized by a culture that shows daily living with the AIDS virus in a perspective of decriminalization. Ansease that this study can subsidize new investigations pertaining to the said subject, as well as to stimulate further reflection on the importance of CP practitioners in the elderly patients affected by the
disease. It is important to clarify the scarcity of material on nursing and spirituality in the face of the terminality of geriatric HIV/AIDS patients and what further research should be done.
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